Abstract-We improve an object detector based on cascade of classifiers by a local alignment of the sliding window. The detector needs to operate on a relatively sparse grid in order to achieve a real time performance on high-resolution images. The proposed local alignment in the middle of the cascade improves its recognition performance whilst retaining the necessary speed. We show that the moment of the alignment matters and discuss the performance in terms of false negatives and false positives. The proposed method is tested on a car detection problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
In every pixel we want to have a decision, whether the object is present or not. Most of the object detectors use a sliding window to evaluate different positions in image. With the growing image resolution grows the number of pixels, which need to be evaluated often in more scales, in which the object might appear, see Figure 1 . Due to the framerate requirements we must evaluate only a sparser grid of pixels, so the sliding window moves with some step larger than one. We simply rely that the detector is robust enough to deal with this small perturbations in position. The sparsity, however, causes weaker responses on positive samples, see Figure 2 (a). We observed, that if a sliding window on the sparse grid is aligned prior to the detection, higher response in terms of both confidence (i.e. the output of the classifier) and score (i.e. number of multiple detections) is achieved, see Figure 2 (b). This approach consequently decreases the number of False Negatives (FNs) for a fixed detection threshold.
Unfortunately, windows containing negative samples are aligned in the way which increases the chance of detector's positive response increasing thus also the number of False Positives (FPs). Nevertheless, we show that if the alignment is invoked after few detection stages in the classifier cascade, i.e. only on the surviving fraction of detection windows, significantly better results are achieved.
A. State-of-the-art
Among other detection methods (SVM, Ferns, SIFT, etc.) we choose cascade of AdaBoost classifiers. In comparison with other object detectors it is more universal and achieves impressive results in many real-world applications. An extensive overview of boosting algorithms and AdaBoost extensions may be found in [1] , [2] and [3] . Adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) is a machine learning algorithm that creates one strong classifier from a large number of user-provided weak classifiers. AdaBoost is adaptive in the sense that subsequent classifiers are tweaked in favor of those instances misclassified by previous classifiers. Freund and Schapire's AdaBoost [4] algorithm for classification has attracted much attention in the machine learning community. Brieman [5] [6] showed, that the AdaBoost algorithm can be represented as a steepest descent algorithm in function space which is called functional gradient descent. Friedman et al. [7] explained the AdaBoost algorithm from a statistical perspective. They showed that AdaBoost algorithm is a Newton method for optimizing a particular exponential loss function. They propose Real AdaBoost (based on [8] ) in which each weak estimator returns a class probability estimate to construct real-valued contributions. They also propose a Gentle AdaBoost algorithm. The Gentle AdaBoost is a modified version of Real AdaBoost by using Newton stepping instead of exact optimization at each step of classifier learning. In this work we use a Cascade of Gentle AdaBoost detectors. Ratsch et al. [9] find that AdaBoost asymptotically achieves a hard margin distribution, i.e. the algorithm concentrates its resources on a few hard-to-learn patterns, which is a sub-optimal strategy in the noisy case. They propose several regularization methods to achieve soft margins to deal with the outliers in training data. Some authors [10] [2] modified the loss function to use AdaBoost for regression. Perrotton et al. [11] use Gentle Adaboost with a different families of descriptors and soft cascade structure [12] . They also modify the way of building the weak classifiers in order to build multi-view object detector. At each boosting level they choose multiple weak classifiers allowing to encode multiple object views (appearances). [13] To accept evaluated sample, all the classifiers must vote for positive detection. This gives the opportunity for rejecting many candidates in early stages making thus the detector very effective. Also we might use the knowledge that last stages are evaluated much less often, and place the more time consuming classifiers close to the end of the cascade.
In our experiments we test two different motion estimators. First is a sequential learnable linear predictor (SLLiP) similar to Zimmermann [19] et al. The SLLiP is learned from multiple training images to estimate 2D motions of specified class of objects. As a second motion estimator we use Ferns classifier similar to [20] , where different classes correspond to discrete 2D motions. Linear predictors are widely used for tracking [21] [22] [23] . Incremental on-line learning was proposed by Hinterstoisser et al. [24] . Recently, linear predictors were used by Holzer et al. [25] for adaptive template tracking. The tracked template was enlarged or reduced on-line, when necessary (e.g. due to partial occlusion). Very similar method to the original [19] is [26] , where they also use a sequence of pose regressors to estimate object's position, only they replace the linear predictors in sequence with a random Ferns regressors. Hinterstoisser et al. [24] use Ferns to detect planar objects and linear predictors to estimate the homography transformation for precise alignment. Recently, Villamizar et al. [27] used boosted random Ferns for rotation invariant object detection.
We did not find any similar work, which would try to improve the performance of the detector by aligning the detection window, as we do. We try to reduce the search space, get higher confidence on true positives, lower confidence on false positives and reject the false positives in an earlier detection stage. From the point of view of search space reduction our work may be compared with Felzenschwalb [15] , where they use a partial hypothesis pruning with a sequence of thresholds. They show, that the sequence of thresholds provides a theoretical guarantee on the performance of cascade method. They use a part-based model and achieve another speed-up by detecting the root part of the object first and finding the best configuration of the remaining parts later, instead of detecting every part separably.
II. THEORY
We assume a detector which comprises a cascade of 25 Gentle AdaBoost classifiers [7] . Each classifier in the cascade evaluates a particular example (window candidate). The example is accepted, i.e. classified as a positive match if and only if all the classifiers in the cascade accept it. Each classifier has its own fixed position in the cascade. We call this position the cascade stage.
To align the sliding window we test two different methods. The sequential learnable linear predictor (SLLiP) [19] , which is a sequence of linear mappings between intensities and motions. Second motion estimator is Ferns [20] which is a randomized tree-like classifier learned to distinguish several discretized positions. Both motion estimators as well as the detector and are learned off-line on multiple training images and work with rectangular Haar features. The Haar features are computed as a difference of sums of image intensities over two (or more) image areas. This type of features became popular thanks to Viola-Jones face detector [28] . Rectangular Haar features are sensitive to horizontal and vertical structures in the image, which is in our case suitable to the car detection task for our experiments. The rectangular feature shape may be computed very efficiently using the integral image (summed area table). The motion estimators, adapted to work with Haar features, are able to localize the object from its local neighborhood (learned motion range). But when they are initialized on some random patch in the image, their response is unpredictable. The motion estimators are learned on positive examples only. They have no information about the background, or other objects in the scene, unlike the detector, which is trained on both positive and negative examples. The detector and motion estimator may be combined in several different ways. We might run the sliding window alignment just before every detection, but this would significantly slow down the entire detection procedure, because of the large number of evaluated windows in image. It is around 250 000 candidate windows for resolution 640×480 and detection step 3 pixels in both directions. To keep the detection fast we let the first few classifiers in the cascade to filter out most of evaluated positions, than we align the sliding window and evaluate the remaining classifiers on a changed position, see Figure 3 .
We observed that the cascade stage after which the alignment is invoked (we further address to this stage as the alignment stage) is crucial: while running the alignment at the very beginning or the very end of the detection process yields negligible improvement, an alignment invoked after approximately 50−60% of detection stages yields significantly better results. In addition to that, the detection speed is preserved, since the alignment is computed only on less than 0.05% 1 of rectangles. In general, we observe that the higher the alignment stage, the fewer the false positives (FPs) but the more the false negatives (FNs). To explain this phenomena, we define detection complexity of a negative sample as the last stage at which the sample is accepted by the cascade of classifiers. If a negative sample is accepted by all detection stages, i.e. it (a) alignment (b) increasing score is false positive, the detection complexity is equaled to the number of cascade stages. First we discuss why is the number of FPs a decreasing function of the alignment stage, see Figure 4 (left). Aligning of a simple negative sample (i.e. sample with a low complexity), often yields more FPs than aligning of a hard negative sample (i.e. sample with a high complexity). The reasons are twofold: (i) there are many more simple negative samples than hard ones 2 and (ii) most of the hard negative samples are often already aligned in the worst possible way and further alignment makes them often less complex.
We also observed that only a minority of positive samples were rejected in the first stages due to their bad alignment. Figure 4 (right) shows the average rejecting stage on positive samples as a function of the spatial alignment (similar effect can be observed in scale). We can observe that the smallest rejection stage is around 12 -far from the early decision stages. This in conjunction with the diminishing FP amount (shown in Figure 4 ), explains why early alignment does not pay off. Second, we justify that the number of FNs is an increasing function of the alignment stage. The higher the alignment stage, the fewer not-well-aligned positive samples survive and therefore the fewer positive samples are correctly aligned and the detector has the fewer chances to detect them with sufficiently high confidence. This means that too late alignment does not help neither. The above mentioned claims are experimentally validated in Section III.
III. EXPERIMENTS
The system is evaluated on the car rear detection problem, see Figure 6 for a few examples. We have created a dataset of 1800 images of cars with manually labeled bounding boxes. We divided the dataset into 900 training and 900 testing images. Training images were used for learning of the detector as well as for learning of both motion estimation methods.
We have used another set of images not containing any cars as the negative samples for the detector learning. The results, we present, were obtained by evaluation of the method on the testing images only.
The detector consists of a cascade of 25 Gentle AdaBoost classifiers. The alignment is trained within the range of 6 pixels (no scale, rotation or even non-rigid alignment is considered). The alignment is estimated either by the SLLiP (with the three predictors in sequence) running on approximately 1000 randomly selected haar features, or by the Ferns classifier (consisting of 50 randomized trees with depth 11) distinguishing classes corresponding to discretized translations with 1 pixel accuracy.
We evaluate detector (blue), detector with the linear predictor (red) and detector with the Ferns (green) with the alignment stage equal to 5, 10, 15 and 20. Figure 5 shows ROC curves for this four cases. To demonstrate the influence of the alignment stage, the corresponding points (with the same confidence threshold) on different ROC curves are outlined by black asterisk and black triangle symbol.
As we can see, Figure 5 (a), the early alignment yields
• fewer FNs, because most of not-well-aligned positive samples are correctly aligned before they are rejected, • more FPs, because the earlier the alignment the higher the FPs as shown in Figure 4 . Too late alignment, Figure 5(d) , works the other way around. The positive samples, which pass up to the high cascade stage are of two kinds. Either easy samples, which don't need to be well aligned for positive detection or hard samples, which are very sensitive to precise alignment, which brings
• more FNs, because in the high cascade stage the hard positive samples may be paradoxically damaged by the motion estimator, which also has some small estimation error on positive samples. Even one pixel error in alignment causes final rejection of those hard samples and rises the FNs.
• fewer FPs, because more potential FPs are incorrectly aligned. I.e. the motion estimator drifts away and FPs are rejected. The best trade-off of above mentioned effects is achieved with the alignment stage in between 10-15, see Figure 5 (b,c). We can see that the Ferns outperforms the sequential predictor, especially in higher alignment stages. In addition to that, when looking at Ferns ROC curves, one can notice that the Ferns alignment exhibits very desirable property of incorrectly aligning hard negative samples, which yields good results even for the high alignment stage. We assume, that this could be caused by significantly higher degrees of freedom of the Ferns with respect to the SLLiP. On the other hand motion estimation by Ferns is more time costly (approximately 3 times slower) than by SLLiP.
The question of time complexity is also important. In a real-time application it would not be possible to align every candidate window. Although the alignment is very fast (0.5 ms per one window by SLLiP implemented in Matlab), the candidate windows are simply too many (around 250 000 per image). While after lets say 15 stages of the cascade we have only some 0.6 15 ·250000 ≈ 118 windows left, since in average we reject in every stage 60% of candidates. For this small number of windows, the motion estimator is well applicable in real-time.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we focused on improving the detectors based on cascade of classifiers. We found out, that aligning the detection window in the middle of the cascade improves the detector performance, while keeping the efficiency. Sliding window alignment before the detection, or after first few stages of the detection process lowers the FNs, but increases the FPs. The number of FPs is higher thanks to many potential FP window candidates, which are sometimes aligned by the motion estimator to position, which makes it even more difficult (similar to object of interest) for the detector to reject it. On the other hand alignment in one of the last detection stages yields more FNs, where only the already well aligned candidate windows pass the earlier stages of the detector and the motion estimator would be no more useful. While in the middle stages the tracker significantly lowers the number of both FPs and FNs and at the same time needs to evaluate only a small portion of all candidate windows. We have experimentally verified our method on a practical problem of car detection.
In our future work we would like to incorporate the alignment of training samples into the detector learning process. We would also like to improve the performance of the motion estimators by selecting the suitable set of features (instead of random), which would give the best performance for particular object class. 
